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I was so elated that I actually went to Bombay on that first day the movie was released. And it was the first time I met any of the cast and crew, including the young VFX team. I met some of the other members of the cast and crew a few times after that. My hopes were completely dashed when I found out that the movie was only made for the Japanese market. It only played in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the Indian audience could not see the movie at all. That was a huge disappointment, because the Ramayana is central to any Hindu (or Buddhist, or Muslim etc.) identity. But I was so happy that the story was being
taken seriously by film-makers that I looked at it as a gift. So when I came to India at the turn of the century and I started my Indic art experiments, I began to see Ramayana as the test case for how I could address the Indian ideas. So I started my Nandu series after I saw that movie. If you look at the earlier chapters of the Ramayana, the theory of Ravana being a villain but also Ravana being a demon was the theory used to explain the Indian caste system, and therefore, [inaudible], and of course, there are dozens and dozens of Gods and that we have Gods and Demons but we also have us. We are all Gods and we

are all demons. That was one of the things that I took with me. I was a student at the State Institute of Technology in the 1980s when I first wrote about the Ramayana. I started a series of songs called Rama Sangeet. One of the songs was titled Nandoti, and I decided to animate a visual representation of some of the verses that I had written. When I started to make it, I remembered the Ramayana and decided that these songs fit the situation so I just carried them forward as I made the animations. I chose to use the image of Lord Vishnu which was prominent in the Ramayana, and that became my first Ramayana
film.
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The hardest part was the timing because I had to do the paintings, and then I had to do the animation in one day. But I did a lot of drawings. I had a lot of ideas that I wanted to animate in. As the movie progressed, I did more drawings of them, but I had to make them more interesting. So I did
landscapes, oceans, mountains, rivers, and town, and then put them in the correct order, put them in the correct order, and the right sequence. The musical soundtrack has some really short takes, theyre only in the background, but there are some very special musical moments and some fun

animation pieces that had to be cut off. With the remastered 4K version, theres just more time to listen to them, and its such a good soundtrack. They asked me, they said: theres a music video on YouTube called the lights of the east. There are live musicians all over India who play this music very
beautifully. The people who are directing the music video thought that theres not enough music in it, so they asked me to bring in some music. I ducked in there, and I found that, indeed, there werent enough pieces, so I kept bringing in more pieces, and they kept adding them on, and I would have
one take go into each piece. Finally, I did the lights-of-the-east. So, I made a new animation that was only 30 seconds long. It was called the keep on walking. It was mostly construction paper cutouts and some very simple animation, and Im not going to say how much it cost to make because I dont

know exactly. Im sure its less than the cost of printing this. So in its entirety, its less than $3,000. Its a long movie, and a lot of work went into it. 5ec8ef588b
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